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Chad's Earth 2017-02-17
three women armed with the technology of a civilization 6000 years in advance of our own stand
ready to correct the evil paths some of our people have taken why can t our world be a benevolent
world that is given to logic instead of greed these are the stories of how these three brave
women came to be beloved by the people of chad s earth

Chad's Chance 2014-04-07
meet chad the third of five unforgettable characters in the emerald springs legacy life in the
small town of emerald springs washington is anything but slow and peaceful an old feud between
former business partners whitman and sanders keeps competition on a high burner fueling
resentment renewing rivalries and love now someone is trying to bring down emerald tea farm and
it s up to both families to protect their future while still wrangling over the past chad whitman
loves his family but he s not entirely sure he shares their responsible deliberate outlook on
life where s the excitement and passion in that after being unfairly fired from her dream job jen
chavez picks up her worst nightmare in the parking lot a rich guy whom she thought was just
another pretty face she has no intention of turning out like her mother latching on to wealthy
men for self worth and survival so she bolts too bad the pretty face with the hefty bankroll
tracks her down she doesn t need a man she needs a job she has no idea what to do when he offers
both hiring jen as a consultant to help him launch a microbrewery has its drawbacks chad has a
reputation for messing around with the wrong women and his family is watching his every move as
days pass his desire to open a top notch microbrewery is matched only by his desire for jen can
he overcome her raging independence and mistrust of men to prove to her this microbrewery could
be dream enough for both of them sensuality level sensual

The New Girl at St. Chad's: A Story of School Life 2021-01-18
oh don t all begin to expatiate about your feelings broke in chatty burns we know pauline s
symptoms only too well the first day she shows aggressively red eyes and a damp pocket
handkerchief the second day she writes lengthy letters home begging to be allowed to return
immediately and have lessons with a private governess the third day she wanders about trying to
get sympathy from anyone who is weak minded enough to listen to her till in desperation somebody
drags her into the playground and makes her have a round at hockey that cheers her up and she
begins to think life isn t quite such a desert by the fourth morning she has recovered her
spirits and come to the conclusion that chessington college is a very decent kind of place and
she begins to be alarmed lest her mother on the strength of the pathetic letter should have
decided to let her leave at once and should have already engaged a private governess

You're Hitched Son! 2014-12-03
on a desperate quest to become legal guardian of her younger sisters india runs away to find help
in searching to find help she runs into a loud cocky bull rider chad watch she proposes a
temporary marriage agreement to gain custody of her sisters will india achieve her number one
goalto save her sistersor will she find disappointment chad watch is a ladies man good looking
cocky a professional bull rider a deputy for the local sheriffs department and a womanizer he
loves parties rodeos and women chad never gave love family or children a single thought but in
meeting india chad will agree to anything for just one night will chad agree to an everlasting
love and a family

The New Girl at St. Chad's 2023-09-18
the new girl at st chad s by angela brazil is a classic girls school story set in an english
boarding school the novel follows the adventures and experiences of the new girl jean langton as
she joins st chad s and becomes part of a close knit group of friends when jean arrives at st
chad s she is initially apprehensive but quickly finds herself embraced by her fellow students
she forms deep friendships with her roommates and becomes involved in the various aspects of
school life including classes sports and extracurricular activities the story explores the ups
and downs of school life including academic challenges rivalries and the joys of friendship jean
s character undergoes personal growth as she learns to navigate the complexities of school
dynamics and develops her own interests and talents throughout the novel angela brazil captures
the essence of camaraderie and the importance of loyalty and support among school friends the
characters adventures and escapades add humor and excitement to the story making it an engaging
read for young audiences the new girl at st chad s is a charming and relatable tale of school
life friendship and personal development it is a part of the genre of girls school stories that
were popular in the early 20th century and continues to be enjoyed by readers looking for
nostalgic and heartwarming tales of schoolgirl adventures

For Him Bundle 2014-07-08
for him 1 jake turner is straight or so he thinks when he meets the gorgeous william steel at
basic training he develops a whole load of strange feelings and emotions he doesn t quite
understand from the very first roll call jake knew william was different there was just something
about him after a tough day of exercises the whole unit heads to the showers and when jake spots
william showering across from him his manhood springs to life he can t explain these desires was



he gay jake tries to keep his distance from william not wanting to stir up any feelings coming
out as gay in the military would make his time there very difficult but when the two are paired
together for an overnight training exercise he has no choice but to face his feelings stationed
together in a abandoned wooden hut with only their body warmth to keep away the cold jake will
discover exactly what he will do for him for him 2 jake and william have just finished basic
training neither of the boys can control the attraction building between them after a steamy
night of passion during a training exercise they don t have many opportunities to be alone
together but when they do find themselves in private they tear into each other with a passion
that they d never before experienced jake still isn t convinced he is gay but he can t hold back
his feelings for the incredibly gorgeous william steel after a terrorist attack from the far east
they are both being deployed immediately to fight training is over now they d be entering a war
zone but how are they going to be together with a war going on if anyone found out it would make
their lives a living hell it was scandalous for heterosexual couples to emerge within a unit so
what would they say about a gay couple they have everyone fooled for the moment but for how long
for him 3 their secret is out after months of sneaking around communicating through encrypted
messages and snatching any opportunity they got alone together their secret is finally out when
william s homophobic bunkmate jared overhears william talking about jake in his sleep it is only
a matter of time before the whole unit finds out but just as jared is about to throw both william
and jake out of the closet an emergency meeting is called the terrorist attacks on the city near
their base are rapidly escalating and patrols through the city are increased william and jake are
sent out on a night patrol and when william s humvee is hit by a landmine jake can t hold his
emotions back any longer despite the hail of bullets all around him he rushes out to the
demolished humvee to search for william how will the unit respond to jake and william being gay
will william even survive long enough to find out

My Boyfriend the Squire 2013
on her way to see her brother in italy lucinda is transported back in time to the middle ages
there she is mistaken for a young princess named grace king charlemagne has done something to the
princess and his wife countess hildegarde the countess has been turned into a tiger because of a
magic wish by the king the countess prays for deliverance of herself and her daughter lucinda was
brought back in time from alabama to help the countess since she is the spitting image of
princess grace lucinda meets a squire training for knighthood and falls for him meanwhile lucinda
is taught to act like princess grace while she tries to find out what happened to the countess
and the real princess after freeing them both the countess helps lucinda go back home to alabama
but lucinda misses her squire after she returns home only to meet a friend of her brother s who
looks just like the squire will lucinda be reunited with her true love

The New Girl at St. Chad's - A School Story 2018-03-16
the new girl at st chad s is a 1912 fictional story by english writer angela brazil another
charming and entertaining school girls tale by one of the creators of the genre this is a volume
that would be perfect young girls at boarding school and fans of vintage girls literature angela
brazil 1868 1947 was an english author most famous for being one of the first writers of modern
schoolgirls stories her stories were presented from the characters point of view and were written
primarily as entertainment rather than moral instruction during the first half of the 20th
century brazil published nearly 50 such books with the vast majority being set in english
boarding schools brazil s work had a significant influence on changing the nature of fiction for
girls her charters were chiefly young females active independent and aware brazil s books were
often considered to be immoral and deviant leading to their being burned or banned by many
headteachers in girls schools across britain other notable works by this author include the
school in the forest 1944 three terms at uplands 1945 the school on the loch 1946 contents
include honor s home the wearing of the green janie s charge a riding lesson the lower third st
chad s celebrates an occasion honor finds favour a relapse st kolgan s abbey miss maitland s
window etc many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive it is with this
in mind that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable modern high quality edition
complete with a specially commissioned new biography of the author

Only For You 4 2014-08-14
matt and david are still the same the popular jock and the genius nerd both madly in love with
each other both gay for the first time but now college is over and their relationship is suddenly
being torn apart matt is going to work for his dad s business and expects david to move back home
with him but when david gets an offer for his dream job he can t turn it down the only problem is
the job is on the other side of the country now both of them are terrified of the future and
every day they spend apart puts a strain on their relationship was it just an experimental
college fling is their love actually real warning mature content sex scenes 18

The Journey of Awakening Our Inner Seeds of Greatness 2020-11-15
the journey of awakening our inner seeds of greatness is motivational encouraging and inspiring
as we are given the gift of life each day each step we make is part of the journey it s important
to have resources to help us reach our god given destiny this book is a tool to help guide us and
shed some light along the way thereby we can live our lives with the purpose god intends



The Boy's Own Paper 1922
lambert strether a mild middle aged american of no particular achievements is dispatched to paris
from the manufacturing empire of woollett massachusetts the mission conferred on him by his
august patron mrs newsome is to discover what or who is keeping her son chad in the notorious
city of pleasure and to bring him home but strether finds chad transformed by the influence of a
remarkable woman and as the parisian spring advances he himself succumbs to the allure of the
vast bright babylon and to the mysterious charm of madame de vionnet the text of this oxford
world s classics paperback is that of the new york edition with james s preface about the series
for over 100 years oxford world s classics has made available the widest range of literature from
around the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford s commitment to scholarship providing the
most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features including expert introductions by
leading authorities helpful notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for further study
and much more

The Ambassadors 1998-05-21
new heroes arise to battle the ever changing landscape lady carmen armenta and lord andres jaimes
with her brothers jerry and isreal unwillingly embark on an adventure to save time itself as the
first round of the tournament comes to an end time begins to correct itself with the revelation
of the final one hundredgood versus evil shawneita realizes that she has an important task to
save whats left of her family what will happen when time and existence collide

The Phoenix Wars 2017-05-31
in the second of the bear valley series anna royer and her daughter elizabeth abandon successful
professional lives to restore the derelict ranch homestead that shaped their early lives the
spirit of the land its wild and human residents and the very live ghosts challenge the idyllic
lifestyle they intend to build the same spirit moves in the neighboring kennedy and adams
families as they confront inevitable death and change

Homing 2016-11-23
kiss of the wolf by susan krinard surgeon dana saint cyr trusted her instincts even when they
urged her toward an irresistible louisiana man with a wicked reputation but would she discredit
the whispers of his supernatural powers and murderous intent before falling prey to his passion
shadow kissing by tanith lee artist vivien gray s new mysterious lover promised soul stealing
ecstasy that haunted her dreams and set her spine tingling now their happiness was at stake from
the ominous evil their very love had unleashed the devil she knew by evelyn vaughn when marcy
bridges discovered a portal to hell in her closet she needed help from the last person she wanted
to call her gorgeous landlord could she trust her life and her heart to the care of a dark
dangerous stranger

When Darkness Falls 2011-08-16
matt has finally told his dad about david and is dealing with his families anger and
disappointment in him he knew they wouldn t be as accepting as david s but when matt s father
cuts him off from the family business he is devastated in the meantime the two boys work on being
more open with their relationship in public its a struggle but they both try and overcome their
fears together matt hasn t spoken to his parents since the confession but one day he gets a call
from his mother inviting the two boys to come spend a weekend at their family home this weekend
will test their relationship to the absolute limits but that doesn t mean they can t have some
fun especially when a game of tennis turns very sexual will matt s parents accept their son for
who he is will their relationship last the weekend will matt show david his favorite make out
location download today to find out

Only For You 3 2011-07-12
a christian murder mystery an explosive novel of power corruption betrayal and murder a once
vital church comes apart and it will take hard work and courage for those who remain to put the
pieces back together scott henry is called in to investigate financial mismanagement a new board
has been elected and too many questions remain unanswered but what scott finds doesn t stop at
church finances members of the old board were up to much much more with support from the new
board and some members of the congregation finally coming forward the web of deceit a high flying
lifestyle and flagrant disregard for others finally emerges with shocking results

Bread of Tears 2015-02-12
arrested for murder hannah really has her work cut out this time blackberry pie murder is a
deliciously cosy whodunnit featuring super sleuth hannah swensen from acclaimed author joanne
fluke packed full of delicious recipes and perfect for fans of m c beaton and h y hanna witty
tempting recipes at the end of most chapters including one for fresh blackberry cookies will
appeal to anyone who loves to bake publishers weekly it s been a sleepy summer in lake eden
minnesota and that means hannah swensen can finally focus on running her much loved bakery or can
she with her mother s wedding a month away she is up to her eyes deciding whether to use



buttercream or fondant for the wedding cake when hannah accidentally hits a stranger while
driving down her cookie truck a country road she finds herself at the centre of a murder
investigation an autopsy soon reveals the mystery man his shirt covered in blackberry pie stains
would have died even without the hit now to clear her name hannah will have to follow a trail of
pie crumbs to track down the identity of the deceased before getting herself to the church on
time what readers are saying about the hannah swensen mysteries what more could you want from a
cosy crime novel these books are an equal mix of charm and mystery a homely series that harks
back to the novels of agatha christie

Blackberry Pie Murder (Hannah Swensen Mysteries, Book 17)
2020-06-01
love inspired suspense brings you three new titles enjoy these suspenseful romances of danger and
faith deadly connection true blue k 9 unit brooklyn by lenora worth on her way to question us
marshal emmett gage about a dna match that implicates someone in his family in a cold case tied
to a recent murder brooklyn k 9 officer belle montera is attacked now she must team up with
emmett to find the killer before she becomes the next victim secrets resurfaced roughwater ranch
cowboys by dana mentink when new evidence surfaces that the man her ex boyfriend s father was
accused of drowning is still alive private investigator dory winslow s determined to find him but
working with chad jaggert the father of her secret daughter wasn t part of her plan can they
survive the treacherous truth about the past stolen child by jane m choate on leave from his
deployment army ranger grey nighthorse must track down his kidnapped daughter but when he s shot
at as soon as his investigation begins he needs backup and hiring former fbi agent rachel martin
is his best chance at staying alive long enough to recover his little girl

Harlequin Love Inspired Suspense June 2020 - Box Set 1 of 2
2013-07-01
fresh frank witty and thought provoking this book is for fans of good books bad tv and long chats
over wine what did you miss out on because you fell in love kate winters might just be that girl
you know the one the girl who for no particular reason doesn t get the guy doesn t have children
doesn t get the romantic happy ever after so she needs a plan what does she like doing what didn
t she get to do because she fell in love what would she be happy spending the rest of her life
doing if love never showed up again kate s on a journey to do all the things that love has
snatched from her and her friends to reclaim her dreams and theirs in the hope of finding her
future and there s a chance that new dreams are better than the old

Love Is A Thief 2004-09
one moment can change a lifetime fourteen year old jobeth roberts life careens out of control
after a freak accident leaves her alone in the world her future is uncertain a hard desolate road
filled with pain and heartache stretches ahead she finds rays of hope in the friends who become
her family precious petals amongst the weeds they are seeds scattered by the hands of fate
abandoned to the winds of time

Poppies 2011-03-22
the wind and snow blow so hard you can t see your hand in front of your face your heating fuel is
nearly gone and so is your food how do you survive five fourteen year olds face this desperate
situation on a deadly journey in antarctica it is 2083 they are contes tants on a reality tv show
antarctic survivor which is set up to re create robert f scott s 1912 doomed attempt to be the
first to reach the south pole but in 2083 reality tv is not just an act contestants literally
relive or die during the simulations of events robert scott and his team were experienced
explorers and scientists but their attempt to reach the pole proved fatal what chance does the
antarctic survivor team have this action packed riveting adventure full of fascinating direct
quotes from scott s journals and other accounts of the expedition is both a heart wrenching drama
from the past and a disquieting glimpse into the future ages 12

Surviving Antarctica 2019-02-27
with the stock market collapse daniel s year long quest to warn people about the imminent crash
and its consequences has ended he has been vindicated for the mockery and scorn that were heaped
upon him but he feels that he has failed because he had not convinced more people to leave the
market there is little satisfaction in being right when people have lost their life savings and
more to visit the new york stock exchange where hundreds of men are standing silently in the
streets or sitting on the curbs crying embarrassed dejected and dispirited brings daniel only
pain he receives threatening letters and is physically attacked by those who believe that he has
caused the market s collapse and their misfortune through his own strong willed determination and
the support of his family of friends daniel begins to make the transition from warning people to
providing relief for those who have already or soon will become victims of the imminent
depression and yet professor vogel is even more determined to discredit and destroy him



Daniel: The Age of Dissolution 2014-03-31
a child is born along with thousands of other children at a military camp where the kids are
trained in multiple areas of combat and warfare when the camp burns down only four children
survive the four go their separate ways jack is picked up by the ravens and is trained in their
way of killing years later he starts to hear an eerie voice that says that the ravens have been
lying to him and he should betray them now jack is left with a daunting decision should he
continue fighting against the templars or should he bite the hand that feeds some unknown
skeletons pop up from his past ones he never knew he had

Requiem of Assassins I 1873
the terrorist leaders from the middle east were upset their jihadist sleepers in the united
states had failed miserably to eliminate fbi special agent chad winters a recurring thorn on
their side after having financed numerous failures the isis leader abu bakr al baghdadi decided
to go after winters family instead emulating the words of the republican presidential candidate
that said if elected he would have the families of the terrorists kill a canadian sleeper
received the isis leader s assignment and set out to execute the holy mission in the united
states the sleeper found out winters had no immediate family only the knights a retired army
couple the elderly knights were the parents of nora knight chad s lovely fiancé but she was
killed before their planned wedding many years before chad became extremely angered after the
appalling murders of the elderly knights whom he considered family and now vow to seek revenge to
its fullness but his revenge plan was impeded by someone else also trying to kill the murderer
but for other unknown reasons chad was not going to let that happened seeking revenge against the
knight s murderer was his and only his the race between chad and the unknown tracker to find the
killer of the knights was on who would get to kill the murderer first chad or the unknown tracker
as a path of death was left behind from toronto canada to denver colorado following both the
knight s killer and the unknown tracker chad had to use all of his experience and even resort to
some unorthodox methods to accomplish his goal but would chad get the tracker first before the
tracker would kill the knight s killer this is the exciting and final book of fbi special agent
chad winters trilogy revenge without remorse by author alex salaiz

The Wesleyan Sunday-school magazine [afterw.] The Wesleyan
methodist Sunday school magazine 2018-10-26
in her double delight seven single southern women all friends all with troubled pasts begin a new
life in delite texas running a club and dance hall called dixie chix susanna is in charge her
four friends help around their club but she s waiting for her two cousins to arrive they re on
the run and trouble s coming in double inferno paula fears dominant men after surviving an
abusive relationship rumor has it that matt and tyler are doms and they demand control and
submission in a trial run they expose the prospects for such a relationship and she s interested
too bad someone is stalking her and about to claim paula as their own in her double delite
warriors alexa hides in the shadows at dixie chix and fantasizes about michael and chad the fears
from her past rule her actions and it s easier to remain hidden than to stand out when michael
and chad take notice of her she runs like hell but michael and chad are soldiers and alexa is one
woman they want to infiltrate a siren erotic romancedixie lynn dwyer is a siren exclusive author

Revenge Without Remorse 1877
the little shepherd of kingdom come is a coming of age novel by john fox jr it is set during the
kentucky civil war and tells the rags to respectability tale of orphan chad buford it was the
first novel to sell a million copies in the us

The Sinful 7 of Delite, Texas Collection, Volume 1 [Box Set]
2021-11-09
he s quiet shy and a motorcycle riding nerd she s vivacious gorgeous and ambitious would a woman
like that give him a second glance divorced from a woman who put career ahead of everything
including their young son single dad josh kincaid isn t about to make that mistake again his son
is his life but his charming co worker makes him dream that there might be more then his ex wife
turns his world upside down and his dreams turn to dust feisty and driven fiona reilly has plans
she left home to follow her dreams to make something of herself something more than a wife and
mother to a houseful of children nothing wrong with that life but it s not for her then josh and
his adorable son capture her heart forcing her to choose between dreams and a home she didn t
know she wanted a story about compromise trust and making room in your dreams for the unexpected
settle in with this third book in the texas kincaids series if you like stories filled with heart
heat and emotional impact then you will fall in love with these books buy my texas heart today
phelps sets about appealing to that which makes us human and she doesn t miss her mark

St. Nicholas 2018-08-26
three charming cowboys three independent women destined to fall in love with them meet the
radford brothers who are guaranteed to steal your heart in usa today bestselling author leslie
north s newest trilogy the radford brothers are the kind of men you can count on strong



dependable and incredibly sexy in the rancher s pregnant fake fiancée oldest brother jett agrees
to help out pregnant friend noelle by becoming her fake fiancé never suspecting he s about to be
fall hard for a woman who could be just what he s needed all along retired rodeo star and single
dad shane radford is in deep trouble in the rancher s stubborn partner when he finds himself
knocking heads and falling in love with the beautiful matilda while they grapple over which of
them owns his ranch youngest brother chad wants to prove to everyone that he s more than just a
party boy in the rancher s fake girlfriend he s got his work cut out for him when he agrees to be
hannah s fake boyfriend and things turn decidedly real enemies to lovers fake engagements and
pretend girlfriends make this leslie north trilogy a romp that s not to be missed

The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come 1891
nicolas dupre made billions as a theatrical entrepreneur in new york and london a far cry from
his small australian bush town roots but then he received a request to return to rocky creek and
everything he d tried to forget serina whom he hadn t seen since that last night when they d
shared passion like hungry animals nicolas had never forgiven her for how she d wronged him here
was his chance to claim one final bedding and closure only serina had a secret that could change
his life

My Texas Heart 1895
she was the lan family s most unfavoured daughter no matter the occasion she was the most
unremarkable existence even so she did her best to make everyone around her happy he was the su
clan s third young master in order to take revenge and obtain the su clan s property he had
always been living in fear only he wanted to protect her but his legs were crippled and he
purposely concealed his love he hated her to the bones lan wei you re so ruthless to be able to
break up with me you actually destroyed your own flesh and blood you re not worthy of being a
mother she endured the pain in her heart as she laughed in a bone chilling manner su mubai you
love another woman so i ll let you go isn t this what you wanted

The Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine 1897
a new york times notable book of the year a washington post best book of the year nonfiction a
kirkus best book of the year a riveting legal drama a snapshot in time when the gay rights
movement altered course and public opinion shifted with the speed of a bullet train becker s most
remarkable accomplishment is to weave a spellbinder of a tale that despite a finale reported
around the world manages to keep readers gripped until the very end the washington post a tour de
force of groundbreaking reportage by pulitzer prize winning journalist jo becker forcing the
spring is the definitive account of five remarkable years in american civil rights history when
the united states experienced a tectonic shift on the issue of marriage equality beginning with
the historical legal challenge of california s ban on same sex marriage becker expands the scope
to encompass all aspects of this momentous struggle offering a gripping behind the scenes
narrative told with the lightning pace of the greatest legal thrillers for nearly five years
becker was given free rein in the legal and political war rooms where the strategy of marriage
equality was plotted she takes us inside the remarkable campaign that rebranded a movement into
the oval office where the president and his advisors debated how to respond to a fast changing
political landscape into the chambers of the federal judges who decided that today s bans on same
sex marriage were no more constitutional than previous century s bans on interracial marriage and
into the mindsets of the supreme court judges who decided the california case and will likely
soon decide the issue for the country at large from the state by state efforts to win marriage
equality at the ballot box to the landmark supreme court case that struck down a law that banned
legally married gay and lesbian couples from receiving federal benefits becker weaves together
the political and legal forces that reshaped a nation forcing the spring begins with california s
controversial ballot initiative proposition 8 which banned gay men and lesbians from marrying the
person they loved this electoral defeat galvanized an improbable alliance of opponents to the ban
with political operatives and hollywood royalty enlisting attorneys ted olson and david boies the
opposing counsels in the supreme court s bush v gore case to join together in a unique bipartisan
challenge to the political status quo despite initial opposition from the gay rights
establishment the case against proposition 8 would ultimately force the issue of marriage
equality all the way to the supreme court transforming same sex marriage from a partisan issue
into a modern crisis of civil rights shuttling between the twin american power centers of
hollywood and washington and based on access to all the key players in the justice department and
the white house becker offers insider coverage on the true story of how president obama evolved
to embrace marriage equality what starts out as a tale of an epic legal battle grows into the
story of the evolution of a country becker shows how the country reexamined its opinions on same
sex marriage an issue that raced along with a snowballing velocity which astounded veteran
political operatives here is the ringside account of this unprecedented change the fastest shift
in public opinion ever seen in modern american politics clear eyed and even handed forcing the
spring is political and legal journalism at its finest offering an unvarnished perspective on the
extraordinary transformation of america and an inside look into the fight to win the rights of
marriage and full citizenship for all

Recitations and how to Recite 2010-08-01
rebecca anderson yelled listen buddy don t try to get all chivalrous with me can t you just take
no for an answer and leave me alone i don t have time for dating it takes all the time i have



trying to make a living and do i look so stupid that you think i would take a chance with a total
stranger she turned back around to face him but she realized he was gone and she had no idea when
he had left

Radford Ranch Brothers 2020-09-09

The Churchman 1994

A Night, A Secret...A Child 2014-04-22

CEO's Wife, You are so Hot 2019-08-13

Analog 2006

Forcing the Spring

Blue Steele
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